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Types de bases de données



„



Données transversales, (d’enquête, cross-section)



„



Données longitudinales: les données de panel.



„



Séries temporelles de données transversales (cross section - time series)



„



Séries temporelles



„



Données longitudinales groupées (pseudo-panels)
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Types de données, données données transversales (enquête)



„



Chaque observation est une nouvelle unité (personne, (personne entreprise, entreprise pays…) avec des informations associées à un point de temps.



„



Les données sont supposées aléatoires sinon il faut corriger (biais de sélection). sélection)
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Types de données: données transversales (enquête)
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Types de données, données de panel



„



„ „



Le même individu (l (l’unité unité d’observation) d observation) est observé pendant un certain temps (5-10 ans). Le plus souvent il s’agit de données aléatoires (d’enquête) Problèmes d’attrition!
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Types de données: données de panel
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T Types de d données: d é série é i temporelle ll de d données d é d’enquête d’ ê



‰



‰



‰



On peut “empiler” les données (enquêtes, séries temporelles) transversales réalisées à des périodes différentes. Intéressant quand il y a d variables des i bl communes. Le fichier ainsi rassemblé peut être traité comme des données transversales classique, avec la prise en compte de la dimension de temps. Les série temporelles de données d’observation sont souvent aussi appelées les panels (éco inter)
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Types de données: série temporelle de données d’enquête
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Types yp de données,, séries temporelles p



„



Les séries temporelles se caractérisent par la structure de type: une observation = une période de temps (année, mois, semaine, jour…)



„



Les séries temporelles ne sont pas des échantillons aléatoires – certains problèmes particuliers apparaissent.



„



Leurs spécificité c’est l’analyse des tendances, des variations saisonnières, de la volatilité, de la persistance, de la dynamique.
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Types de données, série temporelle
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Types de données: pseudo pseudo-panels: panels: structure identique aux panels, mais les individus sont regroupés.



Outline



Introduction to Panel data methods Introduction Pooled OLS Least Squares Dummy Variable regression First-difference Within estimator Between estimator Focus on Between and Within The Random effects GLS estimator
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Structure of panel datasets I



Individual observations ranked by time : 1 to T



I



Then individuals are all stacked up : 1 to N



I



Variables are written yi,t with i individual and t time period



i 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 .. .



t 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 .. .



y



x



y1,1 y1,2 y1,3 y1,4 y2,1 y2,2 y2,3 y2,4 .. .



x1,1 x1,2 x1,3 x1,4 x2,1 x2,2 x2,3 x2,4 .. . 6/53



Panel data



I



Panel data are repeated observations for the same individuals



I



Ex : the Panel Study on Income Dynamics, with 5,000 US families followed since 1968 (University of Michigan)



I



This kind of data provides more information than cross-sections and repeated cross-sections



I



We could pool all the observations and apply basic OLS techniques



I



However, there are better ways to take advantage of the data : the specific panel data techniques
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lwage 5.56068 5.72031 5.99645 5.99645 6.06146 6.17379 6.24417 6.16331 6.21461 6.2634 6.54391 6.69703 6.79122 6.81564 5.65249 6.43615 6.54822 6.60259 6.6958 6.77878 6.86066 6.15698



id 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4



t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1



experience weeks workedk occupation 3 32 0 4 43 0 5 40 0 6 39 0 7 42 0 8 35 0 9 32 0 30 34 1 31 27 1 32 33 1 33 30 1 34 30 1 35 37 1 36 30 1 6 50 1 7 51 1 8 50 1 9 52 1 10 52 1 11 52 1 12 46 1 31 52 1



industry 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0



south 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



education 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 10



marital status sexe (fem=1) 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1



Advantages of panel data I



An important problem in econometric estimation is usually individual unobserved heterogeneity (the error term u in the model y = Xb + u)



I



This heterogeneity is usually correlated with individual characteristics X



I



This makes estimators inconsistent, so no way to estimate the true effect of X on y unless we use IV



I



If repeated observations are available for the same individuals and if we assume that individual heterogeneity is somewhat constant for each person, then it is easy to transform the data and take each person’s first difference



I



The problem would then be removed



I



More generally, since we have both an individual and a time dimension, it is possible to compute various estimates (e.g. within and between estimator), to test various hypotheses (fixed vs. random effects) so as to find the best model
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The error components model Assume we have N individuals observed on a time span of length T . For any individual i at time t, a very general model could be : I



0 yi,t = Xi,t b + ui,t (k,1) (1,k)



I



With ui,t = αi + βt + εi,t



I



αi would capture individual-specific heterogeneity (time-invariant )



I



βt would capture time-specific heterogeneity (individual-invariant)



I



εi,t would capture other, totally random heterogeneity (the usual well-behaved error term)



I



All these components would be independent from each other



I



This would account for all the possible sources of heterogeneity 8/53



And the slope that will be estimated is BB rather than AA Note that the slope of BB is the same for each individual Only the constant varies 60



A
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30
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Possible Combinations of Slopes and Intercepts The fixed effects ff t model d l Constant slopes Varying intercepts



Unlikely to occur



Varying slopes Constant intercept



Separate regression for each individual Varying slopes Varying intercepts



The assumptions required for this model are unlikely to hold



Constant slopes Constant intercept



18



The error components model : a usual simplification



I



Usually N is very large with respect to T , so that the time-specific components tend to be perfectly known (computed on a large number of individuals)



I



As a consequence, we rather put in the model time-specific constants ct , i.e. one dummy for each time period



I



The model then simplifies to :



I



0 yi,t = Xi,t b + ui,t (k,1) (1,k)



I



With ui,t = αi + εi,t



I



And time-specific constants belong to variables X



I



This is the error-component model commonly used
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More on the error term I



αi is considered random, as an error term specific to each individual



I



We assume it has been randomly sampled once, but its value never changes with time



I



We make it explicit in this framework, but even in the simple model (OLS), it was implicitly considered when we said that the error term comprised unobserved individual heterogeneity



I



As usual, we wish that all of ui,t (including αi ) is uncorrelated to the X variables (exogeneity), otherwise estimators are usually inconsistent



I



We assume that individuals are uncorrelated : E (ui,t ui 0 ,t 0 ) = cov (ui,t , ui 0 ,t 0 ) = 0 if i 6= i 0
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The variance of error terms



I



ui,t = αi + εi,t



I



We assume that αi is the only element capturing individual heterogeneity and that εi,t is a totally random error term



I



These two are thus uncorrelated



I



V (ui,t ) = V (αi ) + V (εi,t )



I



We also assume that αi and εi,t each have a constant variance



I



Calling σα2 the variance of α and σε2 the variance of ε



I



V (ui,t ) = σα2 + σε2
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Variance matrix of error terms (1)



For each individual, the variance-covariance matrix of error terms takes into account all the time periods in question sorted by order of appearance 



σα2 + σε2 σα2 ···  2 2 2 σα + σε · · ·  σα V (ui ) =  .. .. ..  . . .  2 2 σα σα ···



σα2 σα2 .. . σα2 + σε2



     



(1)



Which is the same matrix for everyone. Let’s call it Σ. It is a (T , T ) matrix.
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Variance matrix of error terms (2) We know that all individuals are stacked up, so the variance matrix of error terms for the whole model is a block-diagonal matrix (remember that Σ is itself a matrix) : 



Σ 0 ···  0 Σ · · · V (u) =  ..  .. .. . . . 0 0 ···







0 0  ..   .



(2)



Σ



This can be rewritten, using the Kronecker product of matrices : V (u) = IN ⊗ Σ. It is a (NT , NT ) matrix. We see that we are not any more in the baseline case where V (u) was a diagonal of constants.
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The covariance between error terms



cov (ui,t , ui,t 0 ) = cov (αi + εi,t , αi + εi,t 0 )



= cov (αi , αi ) + cov (αi , εi,t 0 ) + cov (εi,t , αi ) + cov (εi,t , ε = cov (αi , αi ) + cov (εi,t , εi,t 0 )



To sum up : I



cov (ui,t , ui,t 0 ) = V (αi ) = σα2 if t 6= t 0



I



cov (ui,t , ui,t 0 ) = V (αi ) + V (εi,t ) = σα2 + σε2 if t = t 0



I



cov (ui,t , ui 0 ,t 0 ) = 0 if i 6= i 0
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Could basic pooled OLS accommodate this ? (1)



I



0 yi,t = Xi,t b + ui,t , with ui,t = αi + εi,t (k,1) (1,k)



I



We can be either in the random effects (RE) case, i.e. individual effects αi are supposed to be uncorrelated to X ...



I



... or in the fixed effects (FE) case, i.e. individual effects αi could be correlated to the X variables



I



We’ll see later how to test for correlation of αi with explanatory variables to decide between RE and FE framework
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Could basic pooled OLS accommodate this ? (2)



I



If we are in the RE case, then error term ui,t is uncorrelated to the X variables



I



OLS is thus unbiased and consistent, given that no variables are omitted (e.g. dummies for each time period)



I



Only inference needs to be corrected for, using FGLS, because ui,t are correlated for the same individual



I



If we are in the FE case, then error term ui,t is correlated to the X variables because of αi and we need other ways to estimate the model
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Pooled OLS (2)



I



Pooled OLS do not work in the FE case



I



Conversely, in the RE case, OLS will be consistent



I



For OLS to provide correct inference, we would need V (u) = INT σ 2 , while in our framework it equals IN ⊗ Σ



I



The solution is easy : FGLS



I



We only need to estimate Σ, and thus σα2 and σε2



I



This can be estimated simply by using the residuals from the OLS regression, with the usual FGLS method we know



I



This would provide an efficient estimator, since we know that FGLS correction for OLS estimators brings it back to the baseline case which is BLUE
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Panel Study of Income Dynamics (since 1968) variable name label variable label ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------exp years of full-time work experience wks weeks worked occ occupation; occ==1 if in a blue-collar occupation ind industry; ind==1 if working in a manufacturing industry south residence; south==1 if in the South area smsa smsa==1 if in the Standard metropolitan statistical area ms marital status fem female or male union if wage set be a union contract ed years of education blk black lwage log wage id identification number t year (1-7) tdum1 t== 1.0000 tdum2 t== 2.0000 tdum3 t== 3.0000 tdum4 t== 4.0000 tdum5 t== 5.0000 tdum6 t== 6.0000 tdum7 t== 7.0000



panel



Monday March 11 16:31:35 2013



Page 1 ___ ____ ____ ____ ____(R) /__ / ____/ / ____/ ___/ / /___/ / /___/ Statistics/Data Analysis User: variance structure



1 . xtsum id t lwage ed exp exp2 wks south tdum1 Variable



Mean



Std. Dev.



Min



Max



Observations



id



overall between within



298



171.7821 171.906 0



1 1 298



595 595 298



N = n = T =



4165 595 7



t



overall between within



4



2.00024 0 2.00024



1 4 1



7 4 7



N = n = T =



4165 595 7



lwage



overall between within



6.676346



.4615122 .3942387 .2404023



4.60517 5.3364 4.781808



8.537 7.813596 8.621092



N = n = T =



4165 595 7



ed



overall between within



12.84538



2.787995 2.790006 0



4 4 12.84538



17 17 12.84538



N = n = T =



4165 595 7



exp



overall between within



19.85378



10.96637 10.79018 2.00024



1 4 16.85378



51 48 22.85378



N = n = T =



4165 595 7



exp2



overall between within



514.405



496.9962 489.0495 90.44581



1 20 231.405



2601 2308 807.405



N = n = T =



4165 595 7



wks



overall between within



46.81152



5.129098 3.284016 3.941881



5 31.57143 12.2401



52 51.57143 63.66867



N = n = T =



4165 595 7



south



overall between within



.2902761



.4539442 .4489462 .0693042



0 0 -.5668667



1 1 1.147419



N = n = T =



4165 595 7



tdum1



overall between within



.1428571



.3499691 0 .3499691



0 .1428571 0



1 .1428571 1



N = n = T =



4165 595 7



2 . end of do-file



Pooled OLS (1)



I



Consistent only if there is no endogeneity



I



If the individual-specific term αi is correlated to the X variables, then it is inconsistent



I



Here, we see that OLS rely mostly on a between-person comparison, which is misleading



I



Indeed, we see that only the wealthiest men married : there is a selection effect and the marriage dummy is likely to be correlated to the individual effect
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First-difference estimator (1)



I



As mentioned before, it is easy to get rid of αi by differencing, using two observations for the same individual



I



Say we take observations at times t and t + 1, and substract (2) from (1)



I



yi,t+1 = Xi,t+1 b + αi + εi,t+1 (1)



I



yi,t = Xi,t b + αi + εi,t (2)



I



yi,t+1 − yi,t = (Xi,t+1 − Xi,t )b + εi,t+1 − εi,t



I



In short : ∆y = ∆Xb + ∆ε



I



This new error term has the same (convenient) properties as ε



I



We would then be using simple OLS on this newly created data, now that the cause of endogeneity is gone
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Fixed-effects or Within estimator (1)



I



To get rid of individual effect αi , there is another option, using averages and substracting (2) from (1) :



I



yi,t = Xi,t b + αi + εi,t (1)



I



yi = Xi b + αi + εi (2)



I



yi,t − yi = (Xi,t − Xi )b + (εi,t − εi )



I



Same as before : unwanted αi has disappeared and we focus on within variation



I



But the estimator is more efficient because it makes use of all available information (see plot)
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Fixed-effects or Within estimator (2) I



We could run this by hand (we would get correct estimates)



I



However all tests would be wrong because OLS would use N ∗ T − k degrees of freedom in the regression



I



The correct degrees of freedom is N ∗ (T − 1) − k : we used up N degrees of freedom by time-demeaning



I



Stata dedicated command : xtreg



I



The fact that it is called fixed-effects is confusing : it is called this way only to contrast it with the random effects model, that assumes that individual effects αi are totally random and uncorrelated to the X variables



I



So basically, assuming fixed-effects simply means we allow αi to be correlated to X 28/53



The Random effects Between estimator I



We just computed a within estimator that only takes into account within-person variability



I



Why not compute a between estimator too, to take into account between-person variability ?



I



The between estimator does a complementary job with respect to the within estimator



I



It is the OLS estimator, computed on individual means



I



yi = Xi b + αi + εi



I



Since the αi is still there, this estimator is consistent only if there is no correlation between individual effect αi and X



I



Rmk : if it is the case, then basic OLS would work very well (no endogeneity), using more observations



I



It is a kind of random effects estimator since it works only if αi are considered totally random, uncorrelated to X 30/53



tableau . . estimates table OLS_rob FD BE FE_rob RE_rob, se stats (N r2 r2_o r2_b r2_w sigma_u sigma_e rho) b (%7.4f) ---------------------------------------------------------------Variable | OLS_rob FD BE FE_rob RE_rob -------------+-------------------------------------------------exp | 0.0447 0.0382 0.1138 0.0889 | 0.0054 0.0057 0.0040 0.0029 exp2 | -0.0007 -0.0006 -0.0004 -0.0008 | 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 wks | 0.0058 0.0131 0.0008 0.0010 | 0.0019 0.0041 0.0009 0.0009 ed | 0.0760 0.0738 0.0000 0.1117 | 0.0052 0.0049 0.0000 0.0063 D.exp | 0.1171 | 0.0041 D.exp2 | -0.0005 | 0.0001 D.wks | -0.0003 | 0.0012 D.ed | 0.0000 | 0.0000 _cons | 4.9080 4.6830 4.5964 3.8294 | 0.1400 0.2101 0.0601 0.1039 -------------+-------------------------------------------------N | 4165 3570 4165 4165 4165 r2 | 0.2836 0.2209 0.3264 0.6566 r2_o | 0.2723 0.0476 0.1830 r2_b | 0.3264 0.0276 0.1716 r2_w | 0.1357 0.6566 0.6340 sigma_u | 1.0362 0.3195 sigma_e | 0.1522 0.1522 rho | 0.9789 0.8151 ---------------------------------------------------------------legend: b/se . end of do-file
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Three ways to estimate β yit = β ' xit + ε it



yit − yi. = β ' ( xit − xi. ) + ε it − ε i. yi. = β ' xi. + ε i.



overall within between



The overall estimator is a weighted average of the “within” and “between” estimators. It will only be efficient if these weights are correct. The random effects estimator uses the correct weights. 22



The between operator



To write it with matrices, we need a matrix that computes averages. For each individual, matrix JTT is a good candidate : 



1 1 ···  JT 1 1 1 · · · =  . . .. T T  .  .. .. 1 1 ···







1 1  ..   .



(3)



1



And the matrix that would compute averages for the whole model would be matrix B = IN ⊗ JTT , which is called the between operator
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The within operator



To write it with matrices, we need a matrix that would demean data. For each individual, matrix KT is a good candidate : 



1 1 ···   1 1 1 ··· KT = IT −  . . .. T  .  .. .. 1 1 ···







1 1  JT ..   = IT − T . 1



(4)



And the matrix that would compute differences with averages for the whole model would be matrix W = IN ⊗ KT , which is called the within operator
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How do within and between operators relate (1)



I



These two operators can be used to provide two complementary pieces of information



I



The between operator will enable us to compare how individuals differ on average



I



The within operator will enable us to compare how individuals evolve with time, without taking into consideration their initial differences



I



Notice that B and W are symmetric and idempotent (projection matrices)



I



We also have : BW = WB = 0 and B + W = I
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How do within and between operators relate (2) I



I I I



I



I



I



I



They can be useful to split the variance of the outcome in a between and within part Remembering that B + W = I and that BW = 0, we get : V (y ) = V ((B + W )y ) = V (By + Wy ) = V (By ) + V (Wy ) Indeed, By and Wy are orthogonal to each other (they are projection matrices that project on two orthogonal vector spaces) Total variance of outcome can thus be decomposed into the sum of a between and a within variance It can be useful to compute them on the data so as to understand the main source of variance in the data It is common in micro data to find that 80% of total variance comes from between-individual differences It means that even if we have a 10-year panel with 200 firms, we don’t really have 2000 independent observations, rather 200 observations, each (almost) replicated 10 times
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The Between estimator (1)



I



It amounts to OLS computed on individual averages



I



The model y = Xb + u is multiplied on the left handside by B ˜ by BX So y is replaced by y˜ = By and X



I I



Notice that u is replaced by u˜ = Bu so that the individual effect αi stays there (see before)



I



The estimate is thus : ˜ 0X ˜ )−1 X ˜ 0 y˜ = (X 0 B 0 BX )−1 X 0 B 0 By bˆB = (X



I



Notice that B is symmetric and idempotent (it is a projection matrix), so that bˆB = (X 0 BX )−1 X 0 By
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The Between estimator (2)



I



Rmk 1 : this is a convenient way of putting things, but it would mean that in the estimated model, each person’s average is replicated T times, which does not change anything as for parameter values, but of course the software will use only one value for each individual



I



Rmk 2 : Since variables X are averaged in the expression, we need all the X to be uncorrelated to all the u, not only contemporaneous ones (this is called strong exogeneity )



I



With OLS, only simple exogeneity was required (contemporaneous X and u should be uncorrelated)
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The Within estimator I



It amounts to OLS computed on individual demeaned data



I



The model y = Xb + u is multiplied on the left handside by W ˜ by WX So y is replaced by y˜ = Wy and X



I I



Notice that u is replaced by u˜ = Wu so that the individual effect αi disappears (see before)



I



The estimate is thus : ˜ 0X ˜ )−1 X ˜ 0 y˜ = (X 0 W 0 WX )−1 X 0 W 0 Wy bˆW = (X



I



Notice that W is symmetric and idempotent (it is a projection matrix), so that bˆW = (X 0 WX )−1 X 0 Wy



I



Again, since variables X are averaged in the expression, we need all the X to be uncorrelated to all the u, not only contemporaneous ones (this is called strong exogeneity ) 38/53



General properties (1)



I



bˆW and bˆB are just OLS estimates computed on transformed data, so they share the same general properties with OLS



I



They are asymptotically normal



I



Since B and W are orthogonal, then bˆW and bˆB have covariance 0 bˆW and bˆB are thus independent because they are normal



I I



The purpose of each estimator is to identify b, but bˆW uses only the within variation and bˆB uses only the between variation
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General properties (2)



I I I I



In the RE case : Both bˆW and bˆB are consistent In the FE case : Only bˆW is consistent



I



An easy way to test if we are in the FE or RE case is testing the difference between bˆW and bˆB



I



This will be the purpose of the Hausman test, that we used before to test for endogeneity by testing the difference between OLS and IV estimators (efficient vs. consistent)



I



But before, we need to find a better RE estimator (the between one is a bit too simple)
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The Random effects GLS estimator I



Remember that if the (strong) assumptions of the RE hold (αi uncorrelated to X ), then OLS do work as seen before, through the use of FGLS



I



This would make use of all the information available (unlike the between estimator )



I



It can be shown that the GLS estimate is equal to a weighted average of the within and between estimators



I



The weight on the within estimator will be larger if in the total variance of observations, the within variance is the greatest component



I



And conversely, the weight on the between estimator will be larger if in the total variance of observations, the between variance is the greatest component



I



So this estimator adapts itself to the structure of the data 42/53



Reminder : the variance matrix of error terms For each individual, the variance-covariance matrix of error terms takes into account all the time periods in question sorted by order of appearance 



σα2 + σε2 σα2 ···  2 2 σα + σε2 · · ·  σα V (ui ) =  .. .. ..  . . .  σα2 σα2 ···



σα2 σα2 .. . σα2 + σε2



     



(5)



We could also write : V (ui ) = σα2 JT + σε2 IT , where IT is the identity matrix of size (T , T ) with only ones on the main diagonal and zero otherwise, and JT is the (T , T ) matrix with only ones inside.
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FGLS process (1)



I



We could rewrite V (u) as V (u) = (σε2 + T σα2 )B + σε2 W



I



B and W are the between and within operators seen before



I



We only need the proof for V (ui ), using only the first block diagonal matrix which is JTT for B and IT − JTT for W , and then get to V (u)



I



The key is to develop (σε2 + T σα2 ) JTT + σε2 (IT −



JT T



)
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FGLS process (2)



I



To run FGLS, remember that we need to reweight the model using the inverse of V (u) = Ω that appeared in the FGLS estimator



I



Here, V (u) = Ω = (σε2 + T σα2 )B + σε2 W = σε2 (W +



I



Where θ2 =



I



So Ω−1 =



I



θ then needs to be estimated : it is in fact the ratio of the estimated variance of error terms of the within regression and the variance of error terms of the between regression



1 B) θ2



σε2 2 σε2 +T σα



1 (W σε2



+ θ2 B)
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How are data transformed



I



With FGLS, the data will be transformed : yi,t − θyi. = b0 (1 − θ) + b1 (xi,t − θxi. ) + ... + (ui,t − θui. )



I



Where yi. is individual i’s average over time and θ ∈ [0, 1]



I



If θ = 1 then we are in the pure fixed effect case



I



If θ = 0 then this is pooled OLS



I



We see this is a mixture of within and between estimators : if the RE assumption holds, this estimator is consistent and increases efficiency with respect to pure OLS or pure between estimators



I



If the RE assumption does not hold, then it is biased, but the bias will be small if σα2  σε2
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How do all these estimators relate



I



The initial model is y = Xb + u



I



I



Running FGLS means that we will use the following transformed model instead : Ω−1/2 y = Ω−1/2 Xb + Ω−1/2 u So that bˆgls = (X 0 Ω−1 X )−1 X 0 Ω−1 y



I



With Ω−1 =



I



Developing this expression, one can prove that bˆgls is in fact a weighted sum of bˆW and bˆB



1 (W σε2



+ θ2 B)



bˆgls = µbˆW + (I − µ)bˆB Where µ = (X 0 WX + θ2 X 0 BX )−1 X 0 WX
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Remark 1



I



bˆgls is thus a weighted sum of bˆW and bˆB , where the most accurate one gets a higher weight



I



This expression can be useful to describe the link between more estimators



I



I



In the previous expression, notice that if µ = I, then the estimator amounts to bˆW If µ = 0, then the estimator amounts to bˆB



I



If µ = (X 0 X )−1 X 0 WX , then the estimator amounts to bˆols
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Remark 2 I



Let’s get back to bˆgls



I



Notice that if the between variance (X 0 BX ) is the major source of variance in the model, then µ will be close to 0 and GLS, OLS and Between will give almost the same result



I



And if the within variance (X 0 WX ) is the major source of variance in the model, then µ will be close to 1 and GLS, OLS and Within will give almost the same result



I



Notice that it will be the case only because of the variance structure of the data, and has nothing to do with the consistency of estimators



I



So before running any regression, make sure to analyze the variance of the data first : does the within or the between variance dominate ? This will help to interpret results. 49/53



Summary of estimators (2)



I



OLS : exploits both within and between dimensions but not efficiently ; consistent only if individual effect αi is uncorrelated to X ; only needs X and u to be contemporaneously uncorrelated



I



GLS : exploits both within and between dimensions efficiently ; consistent only if individual effect αi is uncorrelated to X (notice that if T → ∞ then θ → 0 and the GLS estimator becomes the within estimator) ; needs X strictly exogenous



The within estimator is called the fixed effects estimator, and the GLS is called the random effects estimator, because each one is the best one in each case.
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How to choose ? I



I



I



I



I I



If the random effects assumption holds, all estimators are consistent, otherwise only the within estimator works Basically, we need to consider whether the random effects or fixed effects is the correct assumption on our data This can be tested with the Hausman test, just like IV vs. OLS : if estimates differ, then the random effects assumption does not hold We would then test the fixed effects estimator (always consistent) against the random effects estimator (efficient but consistent only if the RE assumption holds) In surveys, the random effects assumption is almost never met The story could be different if considering levels or growth rates : with growth rates, it makes little sense running a within estimation (it would mean handling differences in differences), and the individual-specific component might have already disappeared with the computation of growth rates, so a random effects estimator could be appropriate
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Summary of estimators (1)



I



Between : focuses on differences between individuals ; consistent only if individual effect αi is uncorrelated to X ; needs X strictly exogenous



I



Within : focuses on differences within individual observations ; consistent even if individual effect αi is correlated to X , but won’t handle time-constant X variables ; needs X strictly exogenous



Notice that a trick to keep time-invariant variables in the within estimation is interact them with time-varying variables to (at least) get to know how their effect varies over time
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1 . xtreg lwage exp exp2 wks ed, re vce (cluster id) theta Random-effects GLS regression Group variable: id R-sq:



within = between = overall =



Number of obs = Number of groups



0.6340 0.1716 0.1830



Random effects u_i ~ corr(u_i, X) = theta =



Gaussian 0 (assumed) .82280511



Coef.



4165 595 7 7.0 7



Obs per group: min = avg = max = Wald chi2( 4) Prob > chi2



Robust Std. Err.



z 22.22 -8.62 1.04 13.31 28.71



P>|z| 0.000 0.000 0.297 0.000 0.000



= =



1598.50 0.0000



595 clusters in id)



(Std. Err. adjusted for



lwage



=



[95% Conf. Interval]



exp exp2 wks ed _cons



.0888609 -.0007726 .0009658 .1117099 3.829366



.0039992 .0000896 .0009259 .0083954 .1333931



.0810227 -.0009481 -.000849 .0952552 3.567921



sigma_u sigma_e rho



.31951859 .15220316 .81505521



(fraction of variance due to u_i)



.0966992 -.000597 .0027806 .1281647 4.090812



tableau . . estimates table OLS_rob FD BE FE_rob RE_rob, se stats (N r2 r2_o r2_b r2_w sigma_u sigma_e rho) b (%7.4f) ---------------------------------------------------------------Variable | OLS_rob FD BE FE_rob RE_rob -------------+-------------------------------------------------exp | 0.0447 0.0382 0.1138 0.0889 | 0.0054 0.0057 0.0040 0.0029 exp2 | -0.0007 -0.0006 -0.0004 -0.0008 | 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 wks | 0.0058 0.0131 0.0008 0.0010 | 0.0019 0.0041 0.0009 0.0009 ed | 0.0760 0.0738 0.0000 0.1117 | 0.0052 0.0049 0.0000 0.0063 D.exp | 0.1171 | 0.0041 D.exp2 | -0.0005 | 0.0001 D.wks | -0.0003 | 0.0012 D.ed | 0.0000 | 0.0000 _cons | 4.9080 4.6830 4.5964 3.8294 | 0.1400 0.2101 0.0601 0.1039 -------------+-------------------------------------------------N | 4165 3570 4165 4165 4165 r2 | 0.2836 0.2209 0.3264 0.6566 r2_o | 0.2723 0.0476 0.1830 r2_b | 0.3264 0.0276 0.1716 r2_w | 0.1357 0.6566 0.6340 sigma_u | 1.0362 0.3195 sigma_e | 0.1522 0.1522 rho | 0.9789 0.8151 ---------------------------------------------------------------legend: b/se . end of do-file
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panel



Monday March 11 16:51:40 2013



Page 1 ___ ____ ____ ____ ____(R) /__ / ____/ / ____/ ___/ / /___/ / /___/ Statistics/Data Analysis User: hausman



1 . hausman FE RE, sigmamore Coefficients (b) (B) FE RE exp exp2 wks



.1137879 -.0004244 .0008359



.0888609 -.0007726 .0009658



(b-B) Difference .0249269 .0003482 -.0001299



sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B)) S.E. .0012778 .0000285 .0001108



b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg Test:



Ho:



difference in coefficients not systematic chi2(3) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B) = 1513.02 Prob>chi2 = 0.0000



Concluding remarks



I



So far, we disregarded the possibility that ε could itself be correlated to X : in that case, all estimators are wrong



I



This could happen for example if random shocks affect both variables y and X



I



What to do : use panel IV estimation (xtivreg), with past values as instruments



I



There are many options with panel data : dynamic panels, binary outcomes with panel, etc



I



In this lecture, we focused only on the basic linear panel techniques, the other ones are generalizations
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Intuition



I



OLS on the original model y = X .b + u are inconsistent because variables X are correlated to u



I



To get rid of this correlation, we keep only the part of information from X that is uncorrelated to the error terms



I



Algebraically, we project the model on subspace L(Z ), that is spanned by the Z variables, that are both exogenous and correlated to X



I



The more the Z are correlated to the X (and the more numerous the Z ’s are), the more precise the estimator is
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Instrumental variables Intuition (from



Cameron , Trivedi, Microeconometrics)



How to run IV estimation



I



Stata : "ivregress" command



I



This amounts to running two-stage least squares



I



Intuition : first, regress the y and X 0 s on variables Z , then use the predictions in the model instead of the original values
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Two-stage least squares (1)



I



Run k + 1 regression, to get PZ y and PZ X



I



Estimate OLS on the transformed model PZ y = PZ yb + u We thus get bˆiv = (X 0 PZ X )−1 X 0 PZ y



I I



The first k + 1 regressions can be used to assess the conveniency of instruments (they have to be correlated enough to the X 0 s)



I



Remark : this yields the same values if we do not replace y by PZ y
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Two-stage least squares (2)



I



Warning : if we do this procedure "by hand", running 2 OLS regressions, instead of running the convenient procedure with the software, the s.e.’s of the second regression cannot be used for tests on the coefficients



I



Reason : in the second stage equation, residuals are computed as : uˆ = PZ y − PZ X bˆiv Whereas they should be computed as uˆ = y − X bˆiv



I
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Remark



I



Exogenous X 0 s can be used as instruments



I



In that case, 2SLS amounts to regressing the potentially endogenous explanatory variables (say, x1 to xj ) onto the exogenous explanatory variables (say, xj+1 to xk ) and instruments Z
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Exogeneity test I



We test H0 : E (X 0 u) = 0



I



This is called the "Hausman test" or "Durbin-Wu-Hausman test", but in softwares it can be found under the "hausman" command



I



If H0 is true, then both OLS and IV estimators are consistent



I



If H0 is false, only the IV estimator is consistent The test is based on the difference between bˆiv and bˆols



I I



They are asymptotically normal : if we compute the difference between the two, take its quadratic form and "divide" it by its variance matrix, we will get a χ2 distribution, of parameter the number of variables tested (the ones that are potentially endogenous)
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A convenient auxiliary regression



I



Consider model y = Xb + u, where a subset of variables belonging to X might be endogenous : x



I



Let’s call Z the instruments, some belonging to X (in fact the X without the x ) and some not



I



Consider the augmented model : y = Xb + MZ xc + ε



I



MZ x are the residuals of the regression of x on Z The bˆ of this "augmented" regression is equal to the IV estimator of the original model



I



I



Testing c = 0 amounts to testing exogeneity of the x (it is equivalent to the Hausman test)
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Proofs



I



bˆaug = bˆiv and equivalence of tests : using the Frish-Waugh theorem



I



Remark : this augmented model has no theoretical meaning, the estimation is led only for our purpose
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Selecting convenient instruments I



Sargan test : H0 : E (Z 0 u) = 0



I



Also called : test of overidentifying restrictions (Stata : overid command)



Under H0 : uˆ0 PZ uˆ → χ2p−k s2 with uˆ = y − X bˆiv and s 2 =



u ˆ0 u ˆ N .



uˆ0 PZ uˆ is the sum of the predicted value of the regression of uˆ on Z , squared. Remark : when p = k, the statistic is always zero so we cannot run the test because bˆiv = (Z 0 X )−1 Z 0 y and Z 0 uˆ = 0 68/75



The problem with weak instruments I



If instruments are too weakly correlated to the X 0 s, even if we increase the number of observations, there can be an important bias in estimations



I



Plus, the estimator has a nonnormal sampling distribution which makes statistical inference meaningless



I



The weak instrument problem is exacerbated with many instruments, so drop the weakest ones and use the most relevant ones



I



A way to measure how instruments are correlated to potentially endogenous variables is to run the regression explaining the former by the latter and check its goodness of fit



I



A criterion can be the global F statistic : if F s(ms, lag (0,2)) twostep vce(robust) endogenous(union, lag(0,2)) artests(3)  



the total for that =11



Dynamic Models : specification tests.   



Autocorrelation test 



   



 



   



  Test of overidentifing restrictions (Sargan test)   



   



Dynamic panel models examples Estimation of rational addiction models: Transport expenditures compared to alcohol and tobacco .



1.1. Becker’s addiction model 1.2. The measure of elasticities in the addiction specification 1.3. Econometric and estimation problems Section 2. Estimation results 2.1. Estimations on the Polish Panels: comparing transport consumption to the typical addictive goods (tobacco and alcohol) 2.2. Estimation of the total transport expenditure by GMM on the 1997-2000 Polish Panel 2.3. Estimation of the petrol expenditure by GMM on the 19972000 Polish Panel
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INTRODUCTION Why transport expenditure ? Increasing environmental considerations mainly caused by global warming and green house effect of automobile, Kyoto protocol Other public and local issues, such as air pollution, security, landscape damages, noises… Conjuncture context of high variations in oil/fuel prices, with a perspective of durable high cost energy issue… Why addictive model can be applied to transport expenditure behaviour modelling?



1. Dynamic perspective of individual choices concerning transport expenditures must be modelled taking into account both habits and expectations in transport choices conditions - past and future. Transport Addictive hypothesis: “… automobile dependence means that as individuals, we cannot live without cars, just as a smoker cannot live without cigarettes, and a drug addict without drugs” (Dupuy, 1999) Testing the hypothesis: rational addiction model introduced by Becker, Grossman and Murphy (BGM)(1994) – taking into account both past and future consumption conditions (income, prices): The data : Polish consumption panels
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The microeconomic framework and econometrics: Becker’s addiction model Since Becker and Murphy (1988), addiction of a consumer for a special good is revealed when the increase of his past consumption leads to a significant increase in his current consumption. The individual utility level in the period t depends on the consumed quantity of two sorts of goods : a quantity Xt of a composite good X, and a quantity Ct of an addictive good C ; and also on a set of variables potentially not observed and relative to life cycle, denoted by et . The current utility must also depend on so called addictive capital stock given in BGM by



St = Ct −1 . The individual maximizes his inter temporal utility, discounted by an inter temporal rate of substitution (ITSR) ρ. Assuming rationality, unlimited life, and no correlation between income and addictive good consumption, the consumer program is : ∞



Max ∑ Bt −1 Ut ( Ct , Ct −1 , X t , et ) t



(1)



with B = (1 + ρ ) . The composite good X considered by BGM is the money. The authors also make the assumption that the ITSR equals the current interest rate of the economy. Last, the consumer is subject to respect his intertemporal budget equilibrium, and to an initial condition for C: −1



3



A0 = ∑ B t −1 ( X t + PC t t) t =1



;



(2)



with A0 , the discounted value of wealth, and P1 the price for the addictive good in t. Under the hypothesis that the consumer utility function is quadratic over all arguments, Ct Ct-1-, Xt, et , then by resolving first order conditions that maximize his intertemporal utility, BGM lead to a demand function for the addictive good Ct Formally: U t ( Ct , Ct −1 , X t , et ) =



α C Ct + α S Ct −1 + α X X t + α e et +



α CC



Ct2 +



α SS



Ct2−1 +



α XX



X t2 +



α ee



et2



2 2 2 2 + α CS Ct Ct −1 + α CX Ct X t + α CeCt et + α SX Ct −1 X t + α SeCt −1et + α Xe X t et



(3)



The solution of the consumer program under budget constraint can be written as an usual lagrangian L : ∞ ∞ ⎛ ⎞ L = ∑ B t −1 (U t ( Ct , Ct −1 , X t , et ) ) + λ ⎜ A0 − ∑ B t −1 ( X t + Ct Pt ) ⎟ t =1 t =1 ⎝ ⎠



(4)



The problem is basically solved by putting partial derivatives to zero : dU t ( Ct , Ct −1 , X t , et ) dU t +1 ( Ct +1 , Ct , X t +1 , et +1 ) dL = B t −1 + Bt − λ B t −1 Pt = 0 dCt dCt dCt



(5)



dU t ( Ct , Ct −1 , X t , et ) dL = B t −1 − B t −1λ = 0 dX t dX t



(6)



with λ , the Lagrange multiplier, corresponding to marginal utility of intertemporal wealth A0 . Simplifying t −1 by B , it comes from (6) and (3) that : λ=



dU t ( Ct , Ct −1 , X t , et ) = α X + α XX X t + α CX Ct + α SX Ct −1 + α Xe et dX t



4



(7)



Then, by expressing Xt =



Xt



:



λ − (α X + α CX Ct + α SX Ct −1 + α Xe et ) α XX



After a simplication by following equality :



Βt −1 ,



(8)



we obtain from (5) the



λ Pt = α C + α CC Ct + α CS Ct −1 + α CX X t + α Ce et



(9)



+ Β (α S + α CS Ct +1 + α SS Ct + α SX X t +1 + α Se et +1 )



By replacing X in (9) with the expression given in (8), we finally get the BGM consumption function Ct (without intercept) :



Final consumption function:



Ct = θ Ct −1 + θ BCt +1 + θ1Pt + θ2et + θ3et +1 (10) θ = − (α XX α CS − α CX α SX ) D > 0 θ1 = λα XX D < 0 θ 2 = − (α XX α Ce − α CX α Xe ) D θ3 = − (α XX α Se − α SX α Se ) D and given : D = (αCCα XX − α CX2 ) + B (α SSα XX − α SX2 )



with :



(10) (11) (12)



The current quantity demanded for the addictive good C expressed in Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. is a function of past and future consumption (Ct Ct+1-, ), of the current price Pt, and life cycle variables et and et+1
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In equation (12), D compute the discounted sum of second-order minors of the utility function Hessian (3), for goods C and X . By usual microeconomic hypothesis, the utility function U is concave. Therefore, D is necessarily positive : D > 0 . Concavity of U also implies that first-order minors of the Hessian are negatives, and so α < 0 . Moreover, the marginal utility of inter temporal wealth λ being positive, it arises that coefficient θ expressed in (11) is négative : θ < 0 . Past and current consumptions are said to be complementary if α is strictly positive. In this case, marginal utility from an additional consumption of C , denoted U , is a increasing function of C : t



XX



1



1



CS



' Ct



U C' t =



t −1



dU t = α C + α CC Ct + α CS Ct −1 + α CX X t + α Ce et dCt



(13)



Thus, the quantity C and the coefficient α « raise » all the more the individual satisfaction from marginal consumption of C as they are positive. In an analogy with the learning by doing concept, a consumer has all the more learn to enjoy the consumption of C ( U ) as he had practiced this consumption in the past ( C ), and as speed of learning ( α ) is high. Temporal complementarity of consumptions of C is the mark of addiction, and implies in (10) that θ < 0 , since α and α are of the same sign. t −1



CS



' Ct



t −1



CS



CX



SX



Thus, the empirical estimation of demand function Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. can provide the evidence of an addictive behaviour if the past consumption induce an intensification of the current consumption. Thus, the statistical significance of the θ coefficient means (ceteris paribus) the significant C consumption addiction effect. The higher and positive θ is, the more intensive and stronger is the addiction effect. From estimation of model Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., can be deduce the estimate of B, and then, an estimate of the ITRS ρ. 6



Effects on current consumption of past and future consumptions shocks can be deduced form characteristic roots of the homogeneous equation of rational addiction model Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. given by :



θ X 2 − X +θ B = 0



(15)



Characteristic roots Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. are :



of



ϕ1 =



1 − 1 − 4θ ² B 2θ



(14)



ϕ2 =



1 + 1 − 4θ ² B 2θ



(15)



In (14)-(15), ϕ1 measures the effect on current consumption induced by a shock on future consumption, whereas



1 ϕ2 measures the current effect induced by a shock on past consumption. Therefore, all elasticities from the addiction model can be expressed as functions of both roots.
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The theoretical contribution of BGM’s model is the integration of the classic static and first order autoregressive demand models, to a very specific cases of the formulation Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. Indeed, in BGM model we obtain 1. A static demand specification when the addiction degree is 0 ( θ = 0 ) AR(1) demand specification when the consumer lives from day to day, with a consumption memory, but ignoring the future effects of current consumption. Therefore, his ITRS can be interpreted as an infinite preference for the present, with B = 1 (1 + ρ ) = 0 . Influenced only by the past consumption, without any consideration for the future, this consumer shows a particular form of addiction, qualified “myopic” by BGM.



Ct = θ Ct −1 + θ BCt +1 + θ1Pt + θ2et + θ3et +1
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(16)



Ct = θ Ct −1 + θ BCt +1 + θ1Pt + θ2et + θ3et +1 Summary conclusions from Becker’s model coefficient interpretation: ”the positive and significant past consumption( Ct −1 ) coefficient is consistent with the hypothesis that the consumption of a given good ( cigarette smoking) is an addictive behavior (myopic). The positive and significant future consumption ( Ct +1 ) coefficient [...] is consistent with the hypothesis of rational addiction and inconsistent with the hypothesis of myopic addiction”



9



(17)



FIG. 1 : Three consumers : three models of consumption.



Explicative variables ( P , e , ... )



t A



B



C



t Consumption of C



Ct



Ct-1



Ct



Ct-1



Légend : : explicative factors considered by consumers… : … to determine current consumption of C A : consumer living from « day to day » (static model) B : consumer A with memory consumption (myopic adiction model) C : consumer B with forward vision, « homo beckerus » (rational addiction model)
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Ct



Ct+1



1.2. Measures of elasticity in the addiction specification



A version of the demand equation from rational addiction model Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., including other explicative current variables is given by : Cit = θ Cit −1 +



θ 1+ ρ



Cit +1 + S itα 0 + Eitα1 + ε it



(18)



where prices Pit for addictive good C is included into the vector of economic variables Eit , and where Sit collects other explicative factors. BGM model gives expressions to measure effects on current consumption Cit produced by permanent or occasional changes in exogenous and continuous variables E (or S ), at different periods. Making use of roots ϕ et ϕ from (14) and (15), elasticity values evaluated at sample means (here denoted E and C ) are given by the next formulas. i



1



i



it



E1 : Elasticity of change of Eit :



Cit



it



to an occasional and unanticipated



⎛ ϕ1 ⎞ Eit α1 ⎜1 − ⎟ × − θ ϕ ϕ ( ( 2 1 ) ) ⎝ ϕ2 ⎠ Cit



E2 : Elasticity of change of E :



Cit



2



(19)



to an occasional and unanticipated



it −1



⎛ ϕ1 ⎞ Eit α1ϕ2−1 ⎜1 − ⎟ × θ ϕ ϕ − ( ( 2 1 ) ) ⎝ ϕ2 ⎠ Cit



E3 : Elasticity of change of E :



Cit



(20)



to an occasional and unanticipated



it +1
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⎛ ϕ1 ⎞ Eit α1ϕ1 ⎜1 − ⎟ × − θ ϕ ϕ ( ( 2 1 ) ) ⎝ ϕ2 ⎠ Cit



E4 : Elasticity of change of E :



Cit



(21)



to an occasional, but anticipated



it



E α1 × it (θ (ϕ2 − ϕ1 ) ) Cit
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(22)



E5 : Elasticity of C to an immediate and permanent change of E in the short run : it



it



E α1 × it (θ (1 − ϕ1 ) ϕ2 ) Cit



(23)



E6 : Elasticity of C to a permanent change (over all periods) of E in the long run : it



it



E −α1 × it (θ (1 − ϕ1 )(1 − ϕ2 ) ) Cit



(24)



Elasticities (E1), (E2), (E3) express the average sensibility of consumption to a temporary and unanticipated deviation (in one period) of current, past and future economic regressors Ei . The effect on current consumption of an anticipated temporary change, i.e. known by consumer for a so long time that he could adjust his consumption path without constraint, is reported in (E4). Short run elasticity induced by a permanent and unanticipated change in economics variables E (E5) measures the sensibility of consumption in the period the change occurs, whereas long run elasticity measures this sensibility after an infinite number of periods. i



Finally, we can see that elasticities from the AR(1) demand specification, (or myopic addiction model) are particular cases of rational addiction model for ϕ1 = 0 . Indeed, as myopic consumers do not take into account the future to determine the current choices ( B = θ /(1 + ρ ) = 0 ), it means that anticipation of a future change on current consumption is null, and E3=0. For the same reason, elasticities to unanticipated (E1) and anticipated (E4) current changes, and short run elasticity to a permanent change (E5) are found to be equal. 13



1.3. Econometric and estimation problems: endogeneity and error serial correlation By incorporating simultaneously past and future dependant variables, the particular specification of the rational addiction model makes them necessarily endogenous, even assuming temporal independence of error terms. In addition, error terms are likely to be serially correlated, because of an individual specific effect, unobserved and constant over time, which makes the correlation with C highly plausible. In these circumstances, use of OLS estimator would lead to biased estimates of parameters, which oblige us to consider other adjustment methods. t ±1



The use of the instrumental variables estimators (IV) can be a solution. The first that appears natural is the two stage least squares estimator (2SLS). Nevertheless, if this estimator provides convergent estimates, it is inefficient if error variances over observations are heteroskedastic, and statistical inference is impossible. So, a robust method is necessary. If heteroskedasticity is revealed, the instrumental robust estimator of generalized method of moments (GMM) can be applied. Proposed by Hansen (1982), this estimator generalizes many other simple estimators such as OLS or 2SLS, and has become a very popular estimation tool. The only condition to carry it out is to have a set of good instruments, i.e. well correlated with the endogenous variables, and independent from model residuals. These properties can be examined:



14



by testing the significance of instruments in explaining endogenous regressors (tests of Bound, 1995, and Shea, 1997), and by testing the exogeneity of instruments.
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Another instrumentation method are proposed, called cohort instrumentation Gardes et al 2002), based on the cross-section information only ( no need for time series or panel data). The variable of interest (Ct-1 for exemple) past value is instrumented by a value for a similar agent from the same cross section but aged one year less than considered household’s h head. In practice the computation of the instrument is based on the matched groups of similar individuals belonging to different age cohorts. We only need to correct for specific cohort effects (see appendix) and use the corrected value as instrument in the dynamic equation .



More generally this idea is in fact a mean to estimate dynamic models using cross section data.
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Section 2. Model estimations and results



Several estimation methods are applied and the robustness of the results is compared. First, the typically addictive products - alcohol and tobacco and are tested using simple OLS estimation but with different types of instrumentation: conventional IV method with income and prices as instruments. Then we apply the original cohort instrumentation (see appendix 1) and compare the results between two instrumentation methods. The last method is used also to estimate the addiction effect in the total transport expenditures. Finally we estimate the addiction model using GMM method for total transport and for petrol expenditure as a proxy for individual car use. Long and short term price and income elasticities are computed and interpreted.
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The Polish panels: 1987-90, 1997-2000 Household budget surveys have been conducted in Poland for many years. In the period analyzed, the annual total sample size was about 30 thousand households, which represent approximately 0.3% of all households in Poland. The data were collected by a rotation method on a quarterly basis. The master sample consists of households and persons living in randomly selected dwellings. This was generated by, a two-stage, and in the second stage, two-phase sampling procedure. The full description of the master sample generating procedure is given by Kordos and Kubiczek (1991). Master samples for each year contain data from four different sub-samples. Two subsamples started to be surveyed in 1986 and finished the four-year survey period in 1989. They were replaced by new sub-samples in 1990. Another two sub-samples of the same size were started in 1987 and followed through 1990. Over this four years period on every annual subsample it is possible to identify households participating in the surveys during all four years. The checked and tested number of households is 3736. However 3630 households remain in the data set after deleting households with missing values. The available information is as detailed as in the cross-section surveys: the usual socio-economic characteristics of households and individuals, as well as information on income and expenditures. Prices and price indices are those reported by the Polish Statistical Office (GUS) for main expenditure items. They are observed quarterly and differentiated by 4 social categories: workers, retired, farmers, and dual activity persons (farmers and workers). This distinction implicitly covers the geographical distribution: workers and the retired live mostly in large and average size cities, farmers live in the countryside and dual activity persons live mostly in the countryside and in small towns. For food, price variations are taken into account at the individual observation level. The period 1987-1990 covered by the Polish panel is unusual even in Polish economic history. It represents the shift from a centrally planned, rationed economy (1987) to a relatively unconstrained fully liberal market economy (1990). GDP grew by 4.1% between 1987 and 1988, but fell by 0.2% between 1988 and 1989 and by 11.6% between 1989 and 1990. Price increases across these pairs of years were 60.2%, 251.1% and 585.7%, respectively. Thus, the transitory years 1988 and 1989 produced a period of a very high inflation and a mixture of a free-market, shadow and administered economy. The second panel covers years 1997 to 2000, a much more stable period for institutional changes and inflation.
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Estimations of addiction models: comparing transport consumption to the typical addictive goods (tobacco and alcohol).



Table 1 presents the addiction model estimations of the total transport expenditure, alcohol and tobacco on the Polish 1987-90 consumption panel data using the cohort instrumentation and OLS estimation method . The sample has been restricted to households only declaring strictly positive amounts of alcohol transport expenses. Both the habit effect and the addictive effect appear as significant. Moreover, the Intertemporal Rate of Substitution Rate (ITSR) is quite realistic (18,9%) and very close to the figure estimated in Gardes, Starzec (2002) on classic addictive products such as alcohol or tobacco consumption.



C t = θ C t − 1 + θ B C t + 1 + θ 1 Pt + θ 2 e t + θ 3 e t + 1 Current consumption is shown to depend on the nearest past and future consumptions. Actually, the inter-temporal complementarity f consumptions for the addictive good in the utility function is the origin of addiction, and it implies that is positive. Testing for addiction to a good is easily carried out by estimating a model based on and testing that the coefficient related to Ct+1 is significantly positive. Given this coefficient, an estimate of the ITRS can be derived from the coefficient that pertains to Ct+1.
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It can be noticed that the static equation demand emerges for Θ= 0 in , that is, when the consumption of C is not addictive. Table 1 Addictive effects on transport expenditures



B



θ



ITSR



R2



Transport



0.841 (0.032)



0.307 (0.074)



18.9%



0.389



Alcohol**



0.815 (0.436)



0.126 (0.045)



22.7%



Tobacco**



0.815 (0.463)



0.059 (0.035)



22.7%



Data source: Polish panel, 1987-90 * Estimation on 1989 survey using 1988 and 1990 surveys for lagged (instrumented) variables. ** System estimation for alcohol and tobacco using the cohort instrumentation on cross-section (Gardes-Starzec, 2003, Table 3)
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Table A3.1 Estimation Results for per U.C. tobacco expenditures



First differences



Levels



Model Ia Ib II Ib II ___________________________________________________________________________ ___________ C t-1



0.239



0.211



0.323



0.356



0.309



(0.085)



(.080)



(0.021)



0.080)



(0.019)



C t+1



0.102 (0.076)



0.127 (0.74)



0.245 (0.021)



0.190 (0.071)



0.259 (0.019)



ITSR



1.352 (2.052)



0.659 (1.224)



0.318 (0.195)



0.871 (0.662)



0.206 (0.160)



Mills Ratio



-0.318 (2.336)



-0.505 (2.338)



-2.420 (1.078)



21.391 (4.952)



75.304 (3.141)



IV



prices



prices income cohort age



prices income cohort age



Estimation of the total transport expenditure by GMM on the 1997-2000 Polish Panel
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The sample has been restricted to households only declaring strictly positive amounts of transport expenses (nearly 8 households over 101). Moreover, households declaring a too high transport expenses (over 1000 zlotys) have been removed: at each period, these ones only represent fewer than 1% of the sample size. Finally, 3482 observations are available with 1912 households to fit the Becker’s addiction model. Appendix 2 shows the yearly descriptive statistics of the final sample. Because of endogeneity of past and future transport expenditures, the model is first fitted using 2SLS estimator. Instruments used for tra are all current exogenous regressors (instruments included), past and future deflated price indexes pritra , past and future deflated total expenditures depmen , past and future numbers of adults and children nenf , nadult (instrument excluded). Table 2 shows the estimation results. * t ±1



* t ±1



* t ±1



t ±1



t ±1



After 2SLS, the homoskedasticity hypothesis of errors has been tested to see if a robust method of estimation is needed. The Breush-Pagan/Cook-Weisberg test has been performed and rejects the H0 hypothesis of homoskedasticity. We re-estimate the addiction model using the generalized method of moments (GMM) (Hansen, 1982), which also considers temporal correlation of errors into a same household, in more of heteroskedasticity. So, the sample covariance matrix of errors is assume to be blockdiagonal (or clusterized), with as much clusters as households (1912). After GMM results , the properties of instruments excluded from the specification should be examined. Under orthogonality hypothesis with errors terms, the Jstatistic of Hansen is distributed along a Khi2 with a degree of freedom equal to the number of excluded instruments less the number of endogenous regressors. 1



The observation period of households expenditures is one months for this panel.
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Table 2 GMM results Rational Addiction Model for total transport expenditure Variable trat*



Coefficient



Stand. error



t-ratio



trat*−1



0.201



0.074



2.73



trat*+1



0.161



0.067



2.40



pritrat*



-65.729



33.419



-1.97



depment*



.0391



0.005



8.14



pant



7.337 1.265 2.220 8.144 6.692 7.153 -4.425 -1.547 0.421 60.10



3.629 1.391 1.144 5.248 4.261 3.875 4.493 2.952 6.658 35.627



2.02 0.91 1.94 1.55 1.57 1.85 -0.98 -0.52 0.06 1.69



nadultt nenft ageI t ageII t ageIII t educoI t educoII t educoIVt intercept



Fisher Breusch-Pagan (après 2MCO) Hansen



61.10



Theorical distribution 13 F1911



1247



χ 2 (19)



0.00



6.93



χ 2 (6)



0.33



Bound ( trat*−1 )



9.92



8 F1911



0.00



Bound ( trat*+1 )



26.06



8 F1911



0.00



Tests



Statistic



Note : 3482 observations, 1912 household clusters.
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P-Value 0.00



R² AdjustementR² : 0.65



Bound R² : 0.075 Shea R² : 0.059 Bound R² : 0.106 Shea R² : 0.085



Excluded Instruments : past and future exogenous variables of the model Source : polish panel1997-2000



Since the P-value associated to the J-statistic into the theoretical distribution ( χ ) is 0.33 (much larger than 0.05), the test accepts the orthogonality hypothesis. Moreover, Bound F-test rejects the null hypothesis of no joint significativitynce of the excluded instruments to explain endogenous regressors in their first stage regressions over all instruments. Under null hypothesis, Bound’s F-statistics are distributed along a Fisher with as degree of freedom the number of excluded instruments, and the number of clusters less one. For tra , P-values associated with theses statistics in their theoretical distributions are zeros, so rejecting null hypothesis. Moreover, the closeness between Bound and Shae partials R² suggests that the whole set of excluded instrument seems to be efficient to identify parameters with GMM estimator. 2 ddl = 6



* t ±1



Now that we are sure the all instruments have good properties, results of the GMM estimation can be described. The usual Fisher test of joint significativity shows the explicative power of variables into the specification. Nevertheless, the R precision adjustment coefficient (0.65) might appear to be low for a model estimated in level. 2



The intertemporal rate of substitution from the GMM results of table 2 is 24.73%, a plausible value very close to the one obtained in table 1 above: indeed, using an older polish panel (1987-1990), the authors found such a rate about 23% testing the addiction model on consumptions of tobacco and alcohol and 19% for transport expenditures. Thus, the results support clearly the hypothesis of rational addiction for the transport expenditures in Poland. The price coefficient has the right sign (negative) and appears to be significant at the 95% level. The deflated expenditure’s one is, as expected, positive and significant. At the contrary, coefficients associated to the set of 24



dummies for age and household’s head education are not significant to explain transport consumption. The same conclusion stands for the coefficient associated to the number of adults into the household, probably because this variable is correlated with the total expenditure. As to the coefficient of the number of children, it is positive and significant to the 90% level, but not at the 95% level.



Table 3 Price Elasticities of Transport Demand (in volume) Terms and type of real price variations Permanent change - Short run - Long run Occasional change - current anticipated - current non anticipated - Past non anticipated -Future non anticipated



Elasticity -0.99 -1.28 -0.86 -0.83 -0.17 -0.14



Note : Elasticities estimated at the mean of variables Source : GMM Estimation (table 2)



From GMM results, real price elasticities of real expenditure of transport are presented in table 3. It appears that the permanent and short run price elasticity is -0.99, while it is -1.28 in the long run. Unanticipated and occasional change of price gives rise to a price elasticity of -0.17 for a change in past price, -0.14 for a change in future price, and -.83 for current price. For an occasional, but anticipated change, the price elasticity is evaluated to 0.86 by the GMM model. The specification also allows evaluating the sensitivity of the transport consumption to changes of the (deflated) total expenditure (table 4). Specifically, we observe a total expenditure elasticity of transport consumption about +0.74 in the short run, while it is +0.93 in the long run for permanent change of depmen . * t
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Table 4 Total expenditure Elasticities of Transport Demand (in volume) Terms and type of real price variations Permanent change - Short run - Long run Occasional change - current anticipated - current non anticipated - Past non non anticipated -Futur non non anticipated



Elasticity +0.74 +0.93 +0.63 +0.61 +0.13 +0.10



Note : Elasticities estimated at the mean of variables Source : GMM Estimation (table 2)



2.3. Estimation of the petrol expenditure by GMM on the 1997-2000 Polish Panel



The Becker-Murphy addiction model (18) applied to the expenditure on petrol is estimated using the GMM method on the 1997-2000 polish panel data (Tables 4 to 6) . We used here the classic instrumentation by income, past and future prices. The statistical results are globally and individually significant for both urban and non urban sub samples. The addiction hypothesis can not be rejected with correct past and future consumption, positive correlations with the present one. The estimated interest rates (r) are reasonable: close to zero for urban households and .25 for non urban ones. The computed long term price elasticities (table 6) are generally higher for non urban than urban households . The short term elasticities are lower than the long term ones. The last result opposite to what is usually found, when estimated on different data and by different methods (see Goodwin,1992: the average value among different studies for the short term is -0.27 and for the long term -0.71 ). It is comparable to the result obtained using other, more classic, dynamic specifications (see Gardes-Starzec, 2005). For comparison the “classic” short term price elasticity was also computed giving the similar than in other studies value of -0.139 and -0.265 for urban and non urban households respectively. 26



The total expenditure elasticity is relatively low and lower for non urban than urban households (0.117 and 0.213 respectively). Finally, the estimates of parameters θ and B for total transport expenditures (Table 1) are of the same magnitude as those obtained for partial transport expenditures (Tables 5 and 6): θ around 0.3 to 0.4 indicates a plausible habit effect of past consumption; and B between 0.8 and 1 indicates an Inter-temporal Substitution Rate around 20%, which is a very reasonable estimate compared to those published in other studies (specially those using macro data). Table 5 The Becker-Murphy addiction model estimated for petrol expenditures (Polish Panel 1997-2000) Urban households



Petrol Coefficient expenditure estimates. Constant 11.21389 Ct-1 .37006 Ct+1 .3869362 Pt-1 -6.62098 Total expenditure .0124319 .37006003 θ B 1.0456038 Data source: Polish Panel 1997-2000 HOLS-GMM estimation F( 4, 1455) = 54.59 Prob > F = 0.0000 Total (centered) SS = 4130788.341 Total (uncentered) SS = 13396940.33 Residual SS = 2474976.438



Standard errors Z statistic 6.678548 1.68 .056527 6.55 .0801938 4.83 2.503484 -2.64 .0040197



3.09



Centered R2 = 0.4008 Uncentered R2 = 0.8153 Root MSE = 41.17
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P>z 0.093 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.002



Table 5b The Becker-Murphy addiction model estimated for petrol expenditures (Polish Panel 1997-2000) Non-urban households



Petrol expenditure Coefficient estimates. Standard errors Z statistic P>z _constant Ct-1



26.52413



4.983832



5.32



.4236072



.0381423



11.11 0.000



.3485402



.0434997



8.01



0.000



-12.56778



2.380804



-5.28



0.000



.0068418



.0019885



3.44



0.001



Ct+1 Pt-1 Total expenditure θ



0.000



.42360723



B



.82279092



Data source: Polish Panel 1997-2000 HOLS-GMM estimation F( 4, 1471) = 131.24 Prob > F = 0.0000 Total (centered) SS = 3824160.431 Total (uncentered) SS = 12440524.18 Residual SS = 2257030.775



Centered R2 = 0.4098 Uncentered R2 = 0.8186 Root MSE = 39.1



Table 6 Petrol expenditure elasticities The Becker-Murphy addiction model Urban and Non-urban households



Price Price Short term Long term Urban Households Non urban Households



Total expenditure



Price Short term classic



-1.319



-0.582



0.213



-0.139



-1.953



-1.039



0.117



-0.265
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Data source: Polish Panel 1997-2000



Conclusion



Car use addictive behavior is frequently discussed but the rational addiction model has never been estimated for transport expenditures. The application of Becker-Murphy model on Polish consumer panel data shows that addictive behavior does matter both for the total transport expenditure and petrol expenditures. The use of GMM and of an instrumentation method based on cohort grouping improves the estimation results. Long-term income and price elasticities are greater than short-term, contrary to petrol expenditures: substitution is concentrated in the short term on petrol expenditure rather than investment in other transport expenditures. Moreover, the inter-temporal substitution rate estimated on transport expenditures have a reasonable level which is close to the same parameter obtained for classic addictive goods like alcohol and tobacco.
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Appendix 3 Cohort instrumentation (Gardes, 2005)



The first method consists in defining, for each agent h in a cohort Ch, an agent S(h) in the same survey with the same observed permanent characteristics Z’ but one year younger. We then correct for the generation effect associated with these characteristics by computing for each variable of interest x its estimated value for an agent in the same cohort Ch, i.e. having characteristics Zh in the previous year. Suppose that savings x depend on variables Z, so that, as a first-order approximation: (i) between two periods for individual h: x(Z h,t)- x(Z h,t-1) = (Z h,t-Z h,t-1). βts +ε h,t- ε h,t-1 (ii) between S(h) and h in period t: x(Z h,t)- x{S(Z h),t)} = (Z h,t-Z S(h),t). βcs +ε h,t- ε S(h),t. Now suppose that Z h,t-1 is equal to Z S(h),t. In order to compare saving by the similar individual S(h) in t to saving by h in t+1 we correct using the following formula, where the residuals are set to zero: Ex(Zh,t-1) = x(ZS(h),t ) +{ZS(h),t-Zh,t}.( βts - βcs)



(1)



The coefficients βts can be estimated on aggregate time-series or on a panel or pseudopanel containing at least two periods2. ZS(h),t can be computed as the average on households having the same permanent characteristics as household h. A second method consists in estimating the distance on the time axis between h and each other household of the survey and pairing h with another household or the average of all households distant by one period. The simplest way to define the time distance between two households relies on their age, but this implies, as noted above, cohort effects. Consider the cross-section difference in some variable x between two households h, h’. This is related to the change of the vector of all the explanatory variables zk by the crosssection estimates of the parameters β, and also (through the time-series estimate of β) to their variations between the two positions of agents h and h’ on the synthetic time axis: x(Zh’,t)-x(Zh,t) = [Zh’,t -Zh,t].βcs+εh’-εh = dZ h,t.βts +dε where dZt = dZ1.[ τh’ - τh], dZ1 being the change in explanatory variables for one period over the line defined by Z(h) and Z(h’) in the K-dimensions space3. This allows us to compute the difference in the positions of h and h’ on the time axis: 2



Note that the estimation of dynamic models on time-series requires at least four periods to instrument the lagged endogenous variable when some endogeneity is suspected. Whenever the coefficients β are used to define the endogeneous variable, they can be calibrated over another data-set. 3 dZ1 can be calibrated on aggregate time-series or between averages of reference populations using two surveys. For instance, income growth can be calibrated over the whole population (on aggregate time series) or between two surveys for some sub-population. For age, dln(age) = ln (ageh/ageh-1). For the proportion of children in the family, one can calculate dpr = pr(ageh)- pr(ageh-1)+dp, with the first term computed on the cross-section and the second dp is the average variation between t and t-1 and is computed over the whole population or for the household’s reference population.
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dτhh’ = τh’-τh = Δc.s.Z. βcs/ dZ1.βts



(2)



with Δc.s.Z = Zh’-Z h. As dZ1.βts is a first-order measure of the variation in x over one period, Δc.s.Z. βts/ dZ1.βts measures the time dτ’ necessary to change x from f(Z) to f(Z+Δc.s.Z). The difference (dτ-dτ’) indicates the additional time for the cross-section comparison between agents differing by Δc.s.Z, corresponding to the effect of all non-monetary resources (information, time budget etc.) and constraints (such as the liquidity constraints correlated with Z in crosssections) which are, in the cross-section dimension, related to this difference in characteristics. This may also be interpreted as the influence of the change in the shadow prices πv corresponding to these resources and constraints: (dτ-dτ’). = ep. Δπv with ep the vector of direct and cross-price propensities. So the distortion of the synthetic price axis depends on the price effect related to the positions of agents in the characteristics space4. Formula (1) shows corrected savings for a similar agent observed in the same survey, while formula (2) allows us to calculate (under a hypothesis defining dZ1) the movement on the time axis between the two agents and to pair agents according to their time position, for instance such that dτhh’ = 15. The time scale is independent of agents h and h’ who are being compared: first, the time lag dτh,h’ is symmetric, as is clear from the symmetry of Δc.s.Z in formula (2). Second, it is additive - dτh,h’’ = τh,h’ + dτh’,h’’ - as is also clear from the linearity of (2). These properties are sufficient to define uniquely a time scale up to the choice of the origin. Suppose for example that only the age of the head changes between two periods or two households, with the same coefficient in the two dimensions: βcs(age) = βts(age). In this case, E(dthh’) = Δ(Z h’ - Z h’)/ dZ1 = Age h’ - Age h. If βcs(age) > βts(age), the cohort effect is positive and the difference between h and h’ on the time axis is greater than their age difference because of this cohort effect. The effect of a difference in income between two households on the time axis can be analyzed similarly. For example, for food at home and considering only income elasticities (which can, for Poland, be calibrated at 0.5 in crosssections and 0.8 in time-series, see Gardes et al., 2002), dτ = 6 years when comparing h aged 30 with income yh and other characteristics Z’h and household h’ aged 30 with income yh’ = 2yh and the same characteristics: dτ hh’ = -.1 Δcsy / -.25 g (we suppose that income increases by g=5% each year at this age). Thus, the time distance between households increases when g decreases, because it will take longer for h to attain the income position of h’. Note that, due to the correction by the cross-section and time series elasticities, 6 years is less than the ratio 14 necessary to double income with an increase of 5% per year (i.e. for the same income elasticity on cross-section and time-series). The synthetic time scale depends on the endogenous variable being analyzed. Nevertheless, we can imagine relationships between the time scales corresponding to different expenditures because of the additivity (or other types of) constraint. When considering for instance different expenditures i=1 to n, with coefficients βi estimated under the additivity constraint (for instance ∑ iβi =0 for all variables zk except income in the Almost Ideal Demand System), one obtains from equation (1) if only zk changes or if all variables change proportionally: dZ1.∑ iβ tsi dτi = Δc.s.Z.∑ i βcsi = 0 ⇒ ∑ iβ tsi dτi = 0, so that for n=2: β1 = -β2 ⇒ dτ1 = dτ2 and for n=3: dτ3 = dτ1.{ β1 / (β1 + β2 )}+ dτ2.{ β2 / (β1 + β2 )}. 4



5



Note that equation (1) can be interpreted along the same lines. These pairings may be compared to simple pairing by age.
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Finally, the first method can be applied to all similar agents aged one year less than household h, correcting the cohort effect by (1), then estimating a dynamic model by instrumenting past values of the variable to which (1) applies, either by the average corrected x for similar agents or by one of the set of similar agents chosen by minimising some distance. The second method consists in estimating the time distance between agents, thus pairing agent h with some h’ (or all h’) at unit time distance. A dynamic relation can also be estimated over all agents ordered along the synthetic time dimension (with appropriate modelling of the partial adjustment according to the time distance between two consecutive agents).
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Appendix 2 The Polish panels: 1987-90, 1997-2000 Household budget surveys have been conducted in Poland for many years. In the period analyzed, the annual total sample size was about 30 thousand households, which represent approximately 0.3% of all households in Poland. The data were collected by a rotation method on a quarterly basis. The master sample consists of households and persons living in randomly selected dwellings. This was generated by, a two-stage, and in the second stage, two-phase sampling procedure. The full description of the master sample generating procedure is given by Kordos and Kubiczek (1991). Master samples for each year contain data from four different sub-samples. Two subsamples started to be surveyed in 1986 and finished the four-year survey period in 1989. They were replaced by new sub-samples in 1990. Another two sub-samples of the same size were started in 1987 and followed through 1990. Over this four years period on every annual subsample it is possible to identify households participating in the surveys during all four years. The checked and tested number of households is 3736. However 3630 households remain in the data set after deleting households with missing values. The available information is as detailed as in the cross-section surveys: the usual socio-economic characteristics of households and individuals, as well as information on income and expenditures. A large part of this panel, containing demographic and income variables, is included in the comparable international data base of panels in the framework of the PACO project (Luxembourg) and is publicly available. Prices and price indices are those reported by the Polish Statistical Office (GUS) for main expenditure items. They are observed quarterly and differentiated by 4 social categories: workers, retired, farmers, and dual activity persons (farmers and workers). This distinction implicitly covers the geographical distribution: workers and the retired live mostly in large and average size cities, farmers live in the countryside and dual activity persons live mostly in the countryside and in small towns. For food, price variations are taken into account at the individual observation level. The period 1987-1990 covered by the Polish panel is unusual even in Polish economic history. It represents the shift from a centrally planned, rationed economy (1987) to a relatively unconstrained fully liberal market economy (1990). GDP grew by 4.1% between 1987 and 1988, but fell by 0.2% between 1988 and 1989 and by 11.6% between 1989 and 1990. Price increases across these pairs of years were 60.2%, 251.1% and 585.7%, respectively. Thus, the transitory years 1988 and 1989 produced a period of a very high inflation and a mixture of a free-market, shadow and administered economy. The second panel covers years 1997 to 2000, a much more stable period for institutional changes and inflation.
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Appendix 3 Estimation of the alcohol and tobacco consumption: different specifications compared.



The estimation of addictive effects on alcohol and tobacco was performed separately for every item and together as a system of addictive goods using 1987-1990 Polish Panel. We used several types of classic instrumentations (income, prices) and obtained reasonable results confirming rational addiction characteristics of consumers’ behavior for tobacco and to less extent for the alcohol expenditure (see tables A3.1, A3.2). However the ITSR (intertemporal rate of substitution ) is relatively high compared to expected close to the interest rate values. The considerable improvement of all results was obtained using the quantities of pure alcohol consumption rather then expenditure and applying the original instrumentation by generation based on the cross section data (table A3.3). In this case the rational addiction hypothesis is confirmed in all cases and estimated ITSR is reasonable. Table A3.1 Estimation Results for per U.C. tobacco expenditures



First differences



Levels



Model Ia Ib II Ib II ___________________________________________________________________________ ___________ 0.239



0.211



0.323



0.356



0.309



(0.085)



(.080)



(0.021)



0.080)



(0.019)



0.102 (0.076)



0.127 (0.74)



0.245 (0.021)



0.190 (0.071)



0.259 (0.019)



ITSR



1.352 (2.052)



0.659 (1.224)



0.318 (0.195)



0.871 (0.662)



0.206 (0.160)



Mills Ratio



-0.318 (2.336)



-0.505 (2.338)



-2.420 (1.078)



21.391 (4.952)



75.304 (3.141)



IV



prices



prices income cohort age



C t-1 C t+1



prices income cohort age



___________________________________________________________________________ ___________ Population : Households head od which is aged 23 to 81, with positive expenditure on food at home and tobacco for one of the 4 years. Instruments : Ia: past, present, future prices Ib : past, present, future prices log income II :age cohorts (generation) Surveys : 1987-1990 panel. Estimation on 1988 and 1989 surveys.
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Other explanatory variables : log of age and its square, proportion of children, years dummies ; consumption and income deflated by an equivalence scale. Standard errors under the coefficients. Remark : A correction of variance biases due to the use of aggregate explanatory variables (see Moulton) is needed. This correction may increase the variances of all parameters.



Table A3.2 Estimation Results for alcohol expenditures and quantity of pure alcohol consumed (price, income instrumentation , panel data)



Expenditures



Quantities of pure alcohol



Model



Ia Ib Ia Ib _____________________________________________________________________ __________ 26.31 21.62 0.374 0.256 C t-1 (10.8)



(3.71)



(0.124)



0.042)



-18.7 (9.46)



-12.81 (7.85)



0.234 (0.108)



0.242 (0.089)



ITSR



-2.40



-2.68



0.598



0.057



Pt



-2.47 (8.87)



-1.34 (8.85)



-0.645 (0.102)



-0.630 (0.101)



IV



prices



prices+ income prices



C t+1



prices +income



Population : non zero alcohol expenditures during the 4 years Instruments : Ia: past, present, future prices Ib : past, present, future prices log income Surveys : 1987-1990 panel. Estimation on 1988 and 1989 surveys. Other explanatory variables : age , localization, education, social group , family type, income quartile, years dummies. Standard errors under the coefficients.
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Table A3.3 Estimation Results for Tobacco, Alcohol Expenditures and Pure Alcohol Consumption (Instrumentation by generation, cross section data)



Expenditures Quantities of alcohol



tobacco



tobacco and alcohol estimated together (SUR) Alcohol



tobacco ___________________________________________________________________________ 0.155



0.153



0.078



0.149



0.126



(0.40)



(0.041)



(0.037)



(0.033)



(0.03)



C t+1



0.127 (0.04)



0.122 (0.04)



0.063 (0.038)



0.132 (0.035)



0.110 (0.019)



ITSR



0.221



0.250



0.238



0.128



0.145



14.8



-0.529 (0.04)



14.88 (1.699)



8.34 (4.35)



11.05 (1.50)



C t-1



Pt



(4.8)



Data: Survey 1988, Populations : non zero alcohol expenditures (for alcohol equations) non tobacco expenditures (for tobacco equation) non zero alcohol or non zero tobacco expenditures for system estimation Model instrumentation: by generation (age, education, income quartile,) Other explanatory variables : age , localization, education, social group , family type, income quartile. Standard errors under the coefficients.
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Mixed Linear Models The model called the random effects model specifies only the intercept coefficient to be random. Richer random effects models, additionally permit the slope parameters to be random. These models are applied in a setting where the pooled OLS estimator is still consistent. In particular, there are no fixed effects. Because the mixed linear models framework provides enough structure to permit estimation by feasible GLS, its estimates are more efficient. The mixed linear model can be specified as follows:



where the regressors zi t include an intercept, wit



is a vector of observable characteristics,



αi



is a random zero-mean vector,



εit



is an error term.



This model is called a mixed model as it has both fixed parameters and zero-mean random parameters or random effects



αi .



β



The random intercept model



is a special case of



with



The random coefficients model or random parameters model.



Which is a regular linear regression, except that the regression parameter vector now differs across individuals according to



where αi is a zero-mean random vector.



Substitution yields :



Which is our initial equation with



Estimation The mixed model can be split into a deterministic component and a random component



.



The stochastic assumptions include the assumption that the regressors independent of the zero mean random components So pooled OLS regression of



αi



and



xi t



are



εi t .



yi t on xi t can provide consistent estimates of β



Random intercept model example



T



Random coefficients model example



numerical problems can occur!!!



Random slops model example
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